RECENT WORK
wed april 8 - 5:30 pm - ives 100
architect, london, england, distinguished herbert baumer visiting professor

CHRISTIAN BONNEFOI
wed april 15 - 4:30 pm - wexner center film - video theater
painter, visiting professor of art department, co-sponsored college of art, art history, philosophy / wexner center

BERNARDO FORT-BRESCLA
TIMES SQUARE TO COLUMBUS
wed april 22 - 5:30 pm - ives hall 100
architect, arquitectonica, miami, florida

NEIL DENARI
DIFFERENCE AND REPETITION
wed april 29 - 5:30 pm - ives hall 100
architect, director of sciarc, santa monica, california

AMOS RAPPOPORT
PEDESTRIAN STREETS IN A COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE
wed may 6 - 5:30 pm - ives hall 100
distinguished professor of architecture, university of wisconsin, milwaukee

PETER Q. BOHLIN
THE NATURE OF CIRCUMSTANCE
wed may 13 - 5:30 pm - ives hall 100
architect, bohlin cywinski jackson, wilkes-barre, pennsylvania

DIANA BALMORI
THE NEXT PUBLIC OPEN SPACE
wed may 27 - 5:30 pm - ives hall 100
landscape architecture balmori associates inc., new haven connecticut, sponsored by glimcher fund